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ASSESSMENT OF METHODOLOGIES FOR
FUNDING OF FLORIDA'S STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
Executive Summary
The current formula used to calculate how funds are to be distributed to individual Florida school districts was
originally established into law in 1973. The purpose of this formula was to ensure the equitable distribution of
funds to all school districts for the statutorily-<equired transportation of eligible students. Since 1973, substantial
changes have taken place in the variety and numbers of students who are taught in Florida's public schools, the
location and number of educational facilities, the demographics of Florida's school districts, the urbanization of
Florida and its impact on transportation, and the variety of educational services that school districts provide.
These and a multitude of other factors have combined to rende-r the current student transportation funding

formula obsolete - a problem that has been consistently communicated to the Florida Department of Education
(DOE) by Florida school districts. In response, the Commissioner of Education, in September 1993, established
a Transportation Formula Study Group (FSG) to determine the extent of the problem and to devise. if possible,
a new or improved funding formula.
During five extended work sessions, the FSG determined that the inadequades in the current funding formula

stem directly from its inability to allocate funds in a manner that is equitable and promotes efficient system
operation. In addition, the FSG determined that the overwhelming administrative burden, the cost of data
collection and the unreliability of t he data required to cakulate the density index (a variable in the current funding
formula) represent a serious problem. The FSG determined that these deficiencies were substantive enough in
nature to warrant an in-depth review and assessment of the present student transportation funding formula
established in Subsection (4) of Section 236.083, Florida Statutes (see Appendix A).
Under the present funding system, the formula has become increasingly inaccurate in predicting the allowable per·
student cost, and, as a result, some school districts are suffering unduly because they are not being allocated the
correct funding amount in relation to comparable school districts. To illustrate this problem, when the present
formula was originally established in 1973, it was never envisioned that a district as urban as Dade would receive
the same per-student entitlement as the districts of Glades, Jefferson, and Wakulla all sparsely populated, rural
districts. Sy giving Dade a proportionally larger funding allocation on a per·student cost basis than comparable
urban districts with similar student densities. many smaller rural districts are receiving proportionally less funding
per student due to the limited State funding for which all districts are competing. Figure 1 shows the trend over
time of the relationship between statewide actual total distfict expenditures. the total amount allocated by the
present formula, and the corresponding Legislative funding level.
In defining its mission, the FSG established the following four goals which they agreed any proposed student
transportation funding formula should support:
•
•
•

equitable dist ribution of funds;
effiCient delivery of student transportation services;
simplified and improved reliability of data collection, reduced
Student Transportltion Fundlt1g
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Executive Summary (continued)

•

administrative effort. and improved auditability; and
supportive of Blueprint 2000.
Figure 1
Actual StMewide Expenditu..s
Com~red to Current Formula Allocation
and Legislative Funding Level
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Under contract with the DOE, the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of South
Florida, in conjunction with the FSG, conducted an in-depth review and assessment !Jf the present formula used
to allocate student transportation funds in Florida. The purpose of this review and assessment was twofold: to
determine if the present funding formula equitably allocates funds and promotes efficiency of student
transportation services; and, if it does not meet these criteria, to modily it or to construct an entirely new formula
that will realize the above goals. The detailed results of this effort are contained in this final report and
condensed in this executive summary.
Numerous analyses were conducted to attain a better funding formula than the one that is currently being
employed. Myriad alternative formulas were developed and tested by experimenting with variations of the current
formula. This experimentation induded, fO< example, adding variable(s) to the current formula, altering the nature
of the density index by computing bus miles traveled in several different conventions, changing the structure of
the constant and variable, and adding a squared term to the equation. After extensive development. review. and
testing, it was found that a noticeable improvement over the current formula could not be achieved by simply
altering 0< changing its form. In light of this finding. other funding formulas were developed and tested that
included variables other than the density index.
In the FSG work sessions, several decisions were made in order to clearly define a basic level of service that any
proposed funding formula would have to support. These decisions included:

•
•

funding for summer school transportation. when provided;
compensating districts for the higher cost of transporting students with disabilities;
clarilying which students who live less than 2 miles from school will be eligible for transportation funding
(all those over 2 miles will remain eligible);

lv
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•

eliminating the double-counting of students;

•
•

accommodating varying term lengths including ~ar round schools;
providing incentives for efficient utilization of equipment;

•

compensating for the varying cost of living in different school districts; and

•

compensating for geographic constraints beyond school district control that greatly affect the costs of
providing student transportation servkes.

Based on the direction provided by the FSG, two different funding formula models were developed. The first
model, Model 1, is based on linear regression analysis and follows the logic of the present funding formula. like
the current formula, this model is a cost-reimbursement model based on second·preceding·year expenditures. The
second model, Model 2, is a mathematical non-linear regression-based allocation model that provides a basic
statewide level of funding per student (depending on legislative appropriation), adjusted by indices that reflect
certain unique characteristics of each school district.
The overriding consideration of the FSG guiding their recommendation of a funding formula was to promote
flexibility of service delivery at the local level by allowing school districts to provide a chosen level of service that
is not at the expense of other school districts, with a minimum of funding rules or constraints at the State level.
Table 1 provides a sidE>-by-side comparison of the project goals realized by both funding formula models. As the
table makes clear, Model 2 is the only model that satisfies all of the project goals established by the FSG.
Therefore, it is recommended that a new student transportation funding formula model be adopted that is based
on Model 2.

Table 1
Project Goals Realized by Model 1 and Model 2
Proit<t Goals
Modelt

Model2

Equitable distribution of funds among districts

Promotkln of efficient de4ivery of student trat\Si)ortation seMcM
Simplification and improved reliability of data coUection, reduction of

admintstration. and imprOved audttability
SupPOrt of 8Jueprint 2000

Model 2 utilizes as a foundation a uniform statewide base allocation per transported student. The base
allocation for each school district was derived by multiplying the total statewide allocation by the percentage
of total statewide transported students who are transported within each respective school district. The base
allocation i.s then multiplied by variables that reflect certain unique characteristics of each school district.

Expressly, the FSG determined that the following three unique school district characteristics are to be applied
to the base allocation:
•
•

•

Florida price level index;
average school bus occupancy; and
percent of rural population.

Student TRnsporUtion Funding
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The following simple mathematical illustration of Model 2, shown in Figure 2, was determined to provide the most
desirable results.

In t he equation, A is the school district base allocation, E is the base eligible transported

students w ith disabil~ies (ESE) supplement, and 8, C, and D are the indices where:
8

the florida price level index for t&ch school district;

C

the ad;usttd average sc:hoo4 bus O«upancy factor fot each school district and

0

•

the fdjusted percent of a district's population who live in rural areas.

Figure 2
Model 2: Tranq>c>rted Student Allocation Model Equation

The base ESE supplement is critical to the success of Model 2. Assigning a weighting factor to ESE students, due
to the higher costs associated with the transportation of these types of students, will prevent school districts with
a small number of ESE students (usually rural) from having to supplement other school districts.
Appendix D contains the data calculations and the resulting final school district funding allocations derived from
Model 2. In addition, the body of the final report contains a full explanation of the data sources and
methodology used to construct and cakulate Model 2.
Concomitant with proposing a new funding formula, additional recommendations resulted from this effort. They
are as follows:
•

Transportation funding should remain a categorical appropriation within the total educational program. The
elimination of the t ransportation categorical would radically change the distribution of t ran.sportation funding
allocated to school d istricts. The elimination of the transportation categorical would shift funds away from
school districts that currently transport a high percentage of their students toward school districts that
transport a low percentage of their students. For example, Dade's school board transports approximately 19
percent of its 308,465 students in membership. If funding were based on membership and not eligible
transported students, a significant portion of the State's finite student transportation funds would be
redirected from the remaining 66 school districts.

•

Consideration should be given to improved data collection and to the development and implementation of
a statewide automated transportation routing system. The realization of this would result in optimized
routing and scheduling and would allow for the collection of precise data to support a linear regression model
which may more accurately predict required funding levels.

Student Transportation Funding
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Executive Summary (continued)
This final report intentionally does not contain any recommendation related to the level of funding of the public

school transportation program. It was felt that this decision is within the purview of the Legislature based on
recommendations of the Governor and the Commissioner of Education. The development of a funding formula
that equitably distributes availabte funds isthe prindpal achieve-me-nt of the Commissioner's Transportation Funding

Study Group as supported by this Center for Urban Transportation Research study.
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FOREWORD

The Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of South Florida, under contract with the
Florida Department of Education and working in conjunction with the Transportation Funding Study Group (FSG)
established by the Florida Commissioner of Education in September 1993, reviewed and assessed the current
formula used to fund student transpo(tation in Florida. After e<tensive review and assessment, an alternative
formula was developed that is intended to replace the formula presently being used to fund student
transportation. Detailed analysis and results of this effort are contained in this final report.
The following CUTR staff participated in the compilation and preparation of this final report:
Principal Investigator:

Michael R. Baltes, Research Associate

Staff Support:

Fadhely Viloria, Graduate Research Assistant

CUTR Director:

Gary Brosch

Project Director:

Steve Polzin, P.E., Ph.D., Deputy Director f or Policy Analysis

Addit ional Staff:

Mark Dummildinger, Assistant Professor, College of Business, University of South Florida
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ASSESSMENT OF METHODOLOGIES FOR
FUNDING OF FLORIDA'S STUDENT TRANSPORTATION

I

Introduction

statament of problem

The current formula used to calculate how funds are to be distributed to individual Florida school districts was
originally established into law in t973. The purpose of this formula was to ensure the equitable distribution of
funds to all school districts for the statutorily-required transportation of eligible students. Since 1973, substantial
changes have taken place in the variety and numbers of students who are taught in Florida's public schools, the
location and number of educational facilities, the demographics of Florida's school districts, the urbanization of
Florida and its impact on transportation, and the variety of educational services that school districts provide.

These and a multitude of, other factors have combined to render the current student transportation funding
formula obsolete - a problem that has been consistently communicated to the Florida Department of Education
(DOE) by Florida school districts. In response, the Commissioner of Education, in September t993, established
a Transportation Formula Study Group (FSG) to determine the extent of the problem and to devise, if possible,
a new funding formula. The FSG consisted of representatives from tO Florida school districts. These
representatives included school district assistant superintendents, finance officers, and student transportation
directors, and Department of Education (DOE) personnel. The DOE personnel acted in the capacity of non-voting
technical advisors. The FSG team members were as follows:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Mr. Stan Mccall, Director of Operations, Broward School Dist rict;
Mr. David Livingston, Director of Transportation, Clay School District;
Mr. Dudley Brewton, Assistant Superintendent for Business, Duval School District;
Mr. George latimer, Director, Budget and Finance, Manatee School District;
Mr. George Baker, Director of Transportation, Palm Beach School District;
Mr. Mike Park, Director of Transportation, Pasco School District;
Mr. John Powell, Assistant Superintendent for Transportation, Polk School Dist rict;
Mr. Doug Dillon, Assistant Superintendent for Adminisuative Setvices. Santa Rosa School District;

Mr. Hugh Mills, Director of Transportation, Suwannee School District; and
Mr. Wally Cox, Director, Financial and Human Resources, Highlands School District .

During five extended work sessions, the FSG surmised that the inadequacies in the current formula stem from its
inability to allocate funds in a manner that is equitable and promotes efficient system operation. In addition, the

FSG determined that the overwhelming administrative burden, cost of collection and unreliability of the data
required to calculate the density index (a variable in the current funding formula), represent a serious problem.
The FSG determined that these deficiencies were substantive enough in nature to warrant an in~epth review and

assessment of the present student transportation funding formula established in Subsection (4) of Section
236.083, Florida Statutes (see Appendix A).

Studtflt Tramporu;tion Funding
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In defining its own mission, the FSG established the following four goals which they agreed any proposed student
transportation funding formula would have to support:

•
•
•
•

equitable distribution of funds;
efficient delivery of student transportation services;
simplified and improved reliability of data collection, reduced administrative
effort, and improved auditability; and
supportive of Blueprint 2000.

Under contract with the DOE, the Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) at the University of South
Florida, in conjunction with the FSG, conducted an in-depth review and assessment of the present formula used
to allocate student transportation funds in Florida. The purpose of this review and assessment was twofold: to
determine ~ the present funding formula equitably allocates funds and promotes efficiency of student
transportation services and, if it does not meet these criteria, to modify it or to construct an entirely new formula
that will realize the above goals. The detailed results of this effort are contained on the following pages.

I

The Present Funding Formula

ovefVIew of the present funding fonnula
According to Subsection (4) of Section 236.083, Florida Statutes, for a student to be eligible for full or partial
State funding of transportation services, one of the following criteria must be satisfied (see Appendix A).
The student:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Jives 2 miles or more walking distance from school:
is physically handicapped or enrolled in a teenage parent program, regardless of distance to school;
is in a state prekindergarten program, regardless of distance from school;
is vocational, dual enrollment. or an exceptional student uansported from one school center to another
to participate in an instructional program or service; or exceptional students, except gifted, transported
from one designation which is a school center and provided the student's individual education plan (IEP)
identifies the need for the instructional program or service and transportation to be provided by the
school district;
is an elementary school student whose grade level does not exceed grade 6, who is subject to statutorily
defined hazardous walking conditions enroute to or from school; and
is a pregnant student or student parent enrolled in a teenage parent program, and the child of a student
parent, regardless of distance from school.

The theoretical intent of the current formula is to predict as accurately as possible the allowable cost per-5tudent
for each district. This allowable per-student cost is then used as a basis for the request to the Florida Legislature
for student transportation funds. The funding amount ultimately appropriated by the Legislature is then allocated
proportionally to the districts' predicted allowable cost per eligible student determined by the formula multiplied
by the number of eligible transported students. The allocated funds are used by each school district to pay for
Stvdent Tronsponation FuMinv
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drivers' S<llaries, fuel, vehide maintenance and repair, capital replacement, and other inherent costs associated with
daily operation. Since the amount predicted by the formula has never been funded at 100 percent by the
Legislature, the burden lies on school districts to pay the difference between the per-student cost predicted by
the formula and their actual cost of operation.' This difference varied by school district in 1992·93 from a low
of 34 percent State funding to a high of 82 percent State funding. In order for any single school district not to
be unfairly burdened, it is imperative that the per-student cost calculated by the formula reflect the actual costs
the school district would incur in running an efficient student transportation program.
Under the present funding system, the formula has become increasingly inaccurate in predicting the allowable per
student cost, and, as a result, some school districts are suff ering unduly because they are not being allocated the
correct funding amount in relation to comparable school districts. To illustrate this problem, when the present
formula was originally established in 1973, it was never envisioned that a district as urban as Dade would receive
the same per-student entitlement as the districts of Glades, Jefferson, and Wakulla all sparsely populated, rural
districts. By giving Dade a proportionally larger funding allocation on a per-student cost basis than comparable
urban districts with similar student densities. many smaller rural districts are receiving proportionally less funding
per student due to the limited State funding for which all districts are competing. Figure 3 below shows the trend
over time of t he relat ionship between statewide actual total district expenditures, the total amount allocated by
the present formula, and the corresponding Legislative funding level.
4

Figure 3
Actual Statewide Expenditures
Compared to Current Formula Allocation
and Legislative Funding Level
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The current allocation for each school district for a 18o-day school term is cakulated using the algebraic equation
shown in Figure 4. The variable A (718.683599) and the constant 8 (I 27.857257) are determined by the method
of least-squares regression,' and X is the density index of the school district raised to some power, n.
Figure 4

Current Student Transportation Funding
Model Equation

The density index (X), as used in the present formula, is the ratio of eligible transported student membership to
computed bus miles traveled (0.5 times miles with students plus 0.25 times miles without students - the use of
adjusted bus miles traveled in calculating the density index is presumed to optimize routing and scheduling by
discouraging school districts from t raveling unloaded miles). The specific equation for the computation of total
bus miles traveled, used as the denominator in the derivation of the density index, is mandated by Statute.
Densities of 1.7 and 4.7 are the minimum and maximum permitted by Statute, respectively. The "transported
students per bus miles traveled" or density approach was established to ensure that rural school districts would
be compensated for the inherently higher costs associated with fewer students per square mile. In theory, and,
independent of other variables such as the cost of living, number of students with disabilities. and local school
board decisions regarding the location of educational programs, a highly urban school district, such as Palm Beach,
Broward, or Dade, should be able to take advantage of their high student density to achieve a much more
efftdent delivery of service, as measured on a per·student cost basis. A density of 1.7 warrants the maximum
allowable entitlement per student and 4.7 the minimum entitlement. Statute permits the formula to be
recalibrated annually by raising the density index to some power, n, to keep pace with the changing costs
associated with the provision of student transportation service delivery. In addition, Florida Statutes call for the
formula to be recalibrated annually on the basis of second-preceding year data, the most current data available.
This statutory provision was put into place to ensure that the calculations would reflect the most recent operating
expenditures available for each school district.
As illustrated in the scattergram plot in Figure 5, the statistical relationship between per-student cost and density
is curvilinear and negative, i.e., as density increases (x, the independent vadable), per-student cost decreases (y,
the dependent variable). The value of the variable A and the constant Bin the present formula were derived by
regressing actual school district per-student cost and the inverse of the density index (1/density index). This
transformation of the den.sity index causes the relationship between actual per-student cost and density to become
linear and posit ive in nature. as illustrated in Figure 6. This procedure yields the full algebraic equation used to
compute the allowable per-student cost for each district. The resulting allocation equation ls shown above in
Figure 4. The per-student cost amounts predicted by the equation are then multiplied by the eligible transported

1 1he method of &east·squares regression inYOives fitting a sttaight lint". the leMHqvares line. through the plotted points of per student
cost (y) and 1/dtnsity indtx (x} so that the vertical differences between atl the points and the straight line are minimized. For each obstNed
point the error {difference) between the point and the ~~~ is computed. This errOt' is then squared to give points above and below the line
the same importance; the etrots are then summed. The "best..fiuing" straight line is the li~ that mini.mizes this sum of the squared errors
(SSE). The tt•st-scwares tine is fined usin<J the following equation: SSE • L(y · 9')2.
Student Transportation Funding
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Figure 6
Unear Relationship Between Actual
Per-St udent Cost and the Inverse of the
Density Index (1/X)

Fig ure 5
Curvilinea r Relationship Between Actual
Per-Student Cost and the
Density Index
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student membership of each school district to arrive at that particular school district's predicted total funding level.
The data used to compute the variable A and the constant 8 as used in the present formula, and the resulting
predicted per·student cost for each individual school district, are contained in Table 4, in Appendix B.

The statistical correlation coefficient, r, or the measure of linear association between actual per-student cost (y)
and 1/X, is 0.56366. An r equal to 0.56366 indicates that a relatively strong positive relationship exists between
the two variables. The values of r range from -1.0 to +1.0. The values of -1.0 and +1.0 indicate that the plot of
points falls exactly on a downward or upward sloping line, respectively. Caution should be exercised, however,
when interpreting the value of r. When a relatively strong relationship exists between two variables, as exhibited
between actual per-student cost and 1/X, it does not necessarily mean that one variable causes the other. In
some cases, there may be an underty;ng causal relationship that is impossible to determine from the value of r.
For example, the variables may appear to be correlated if they are both related to a third variable, such as persons
or students per square mile in this case, or both variables may be associated purely by happenstance. In other
words, correlation does not necessarily equate to causality. However, a method exists for testing the null
hypothesis (H.: ~. • 0) that x contributes no information toward the prediction of y against the alternative
hypothesis (H,:

p, "' 0) that x and y are linearly associated.

A close inspection of the shaded box in Table 2,

under the column headed Prob > IT I. gives the obsetVed significance level or p.value of the test statistic used
in determining if a linear relationship exists between x andy. Since the p-value of 0.0001 for 1/X is smaller than
the tX~evel of 0.05, the null hypothesis (H.: 1), • 0) is rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis (H.: 1), ;o
0). Therefore, it can be stated that x andy are linearly related or tllat x is contributing some information toward
the prediction of y.
One method for measuring how much information x contributes toward the prediction of y is the square of the
correlation coeffident, r.• This mathematical computation yields the statistic known as the coefftcient of
determination,

r'.

The coefficient

r'

measures how much the errors or variation in per-student cost (y) can be

reduced by 1/X (x). The square of 0.56366 is 0.3 177. The values of r' range from 0 .0 to +1.0; the closer to 1
the value is in theory. the better the model's or formula's explanatory power. In this case, an rl of 0.3 177 relates
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that approximately 32 percent of the variance in y is explained by the variation in x. Stated another way, 68
percent of the variance in per-student cost is left unexplained by the current model.
This situation is clarified in Figure 7. Let the circle stand for the total variance of y, this variance being 1.00. By
graphically illustrating the relationship between x and y in this manner, the explanatory power of x on y can be
visually depicted, and hence. understood with greater ease. In the circle below, let the crosshatching represent
the variance in y accounted for by x. The cross-hatched portion of the circle visually relates that only 32 percent
of the variation in y is accounted for by the density index. While this is an artificial and contrived representation,
it has the virtue of demonstrating the association between the variables, and thus visually illustrates the statistical
concepts articulated above. In addition, Table 2 provides a variety of other statistical measures pertaining to t he
simple linear association between actual per-student cost and the density index.

Rgure7

Explanat...y Power of tho Density Index

Unexplained Variance
68%
Total Variance • 1 00

Table 2
Various Statistical Measures Associated with the CUrrent Funding Formula
Dflcriptive SUtirtla

Variable

Meon

Unit COSt
1/X

446.5
0.44

Regression Analysis Statistics
OF

Soutee
Model
£trot

C Total

1
65
66

Minimum
1229.22
0.3

Maximum

Sum of Squares
210050.23

Mean Square

F Value
.30.29

1862.36
0.59
Frob> f
0.3012

451073. 11

210050.23
6939.59

c.v.

661123.33
83.31
18.66

r-square

0.56366
0.317?

OF

Patameter Est.

Standatd Errot

T for H,: Para.meter~

I

127.857257
118.663599

58.8 1
130.63

2.114
5.502

Root MSE

Constant
Vari§b!e

Std. Oev.
100.09
0.08
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Ptob > ITI
0.0333
0.0001

why the cummt funding fotmul• is falling short

Under any funding formula system, especially one b."!sed on simple r.near (one independent variable) or multiple
linear regression (more than one independent variable) analysis, in order for the funds to be allocated equitably
it is crucial that the independent vafiable(s) included in the model (formula) parallel the inherent characteristics
that are driving school district operating costs to the greatest extent possible, i.e.. in this case. possible
independent variables for inclusion into the model could be the magnitude of a district's ruralization and the
number of speda~needs students being transported. It has been shown in prior studies that have investigated
this issue that r.near density, as used in the present formula, is the single best predictor of school district perstudent =t. All irHlepth review of the pr5ent formula (refer to preceding ~n), however. indicates that the
density index is no longer lhe single best pred'JCtor of per-student cost. Given lhe ever-expanding and complex
nature of student transportation senrice delivery, finear density Is insufficient by itself to account for the multitude
of factors that are driving school district operating costs. Stated mo~ directly, it has outlived its usefulness as
a predictor of S<:hool district per·student cost. In addition, and perhaps more importantly, the FSG determined,
given the lad< of reliable data, that a cost reimbursement funding formula based on least-5quares regression
analysis cannot produce an equitable system for allocating funds. It was their consensus that the current method
of State funding does not provide incentives for an efficient and comparable level of State-funded service among
similar school districts. Moreover, the fSG determined the need to remove the density index altogether, regardless
of the methodology devised, from the determination of fund allocation due to the administrative burden and the
unreliability and cost of data coftection associated with its calculation.
What, then, are the internal and exwnal factors associated with the unexplained variance of 68 percent pertaining
to school district per"5tudent cost? This unexplained variance is due. in part, to the fact that a single variable is
being used to explain the operating cost differences between Florida's school districts that are being caused by
a multitude of factors. Among these factors are the increased complexity of providing transportation services for
magnet schools, students with disabilities and other special programs, changes resulting from modifications in the
school year (i.e.. year...ound educational programs), summer school, mid<Jay trips, varying school start times.
increases in court ordered busing for desegregation purposes, cost of living differences, school bus driver
compensation, collective b."!rgaining agreements. indMdual district school board policies, number and types of
schools in a district. increases or decreases in pe=ns and/ or students per square mi e, cost of fuel, cost of
insurance. degree of a district's ruralization or urbanization. and other important factors that. in the past. have
not been considered in the determination of funding allocation.
the inclusion of factors that parallel as closely as possible the internal and external determinants that are
driving school district operating costs. the present fu ndi ~g formula will never be able to equitably allocate funds
or promote efficient system operation. However, it is possible. given the data currently available, to build an
entirely new funding formula based on an optimal combination of internal and external factors that will replace

W~hout

and measurably improve upon the formula presently being utilized.
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Proposed Funding Formula Model Alternatives

Numerous analyses were conducted to attain a better funding formula model than the one that is currently being
employed. Myriad alternative models were developed and tested by experimenting with variations of t he current
formula. This experimentation included, for example, adding variable{s) to the current formula, altering the nature
of the density index by computing bus miles traveled in several different conventions, changing the structure of
the constant and variable, and adding a squared term to the equation. After extensive development, review, and
testing, it was found that a noticeable improvement over the current formula could not be achieved by simply
•"ering or changing its form. In light of this finding, other formula models were developed and tested that
included variables other than the density index. In order to develop a funding formula model that does not rely
solely upon or include the density index, an extensive database that contained 103 different variables was created.
This database consisted of a host of relevant economic, geographic, demographic, sode>«onomic, and education·
related variables pertaining to each individual school district. For example, this database included information for
each school district such as the following:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

population density;
transported student density;
ratio of the number of eligible t ransported students to county population;
percent of unpaved highways;
lane miles of highway (paved and unpaved);
highway density;
percent of population that is rural;
number of schools per square mile;
buses used in daily service;
number of special needs students transported;
Florida pric:e Jevel index;
number of teen parent sites;
number of bus drivers;
percent of population that is school age;
average bus occupancy;
square miles of service land area; and
the Florida transportation price level index.

the importance of recognizing the unique charactflristics of each school district
To construct a funding formula model that will simultaneously allocate student transportation funds in a manner
that is equitable, promotes efficient system operation, and is relatively simple to calculate is no small task, given
the fact that student transportation systems in Florida operate under vastly different conditions. For example,
some school districts are 100 percent rural and others are highly urbanized; some school districts have a higher
percentage of unpaved roadways than others; some school districts transport more special·needs students than
others; some school districts have to or choose to pay more for labor than others; and some school districts have
to pay a higher cost for fuel and other vehicle maintenance expenses. These and other unique school district
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characteristics have an unavoidable effect on the costs of providing student transportation servi<:es. In order to
build a funding formula model that will equitably allocate funds and promote effid ent system operation, it ls

paramount that certain unique characteristics of each individual school district be taken into account by any
proposed funding formula.
To illustrate the above points, for example, Figures 8 through 11 show statewide extremes for a variety of school
district operating conditions, represented by the gray shaded bars, in comparison to each district's per-student cost.

represented by the black bars. In addition, for purposes of comparison as well, the statewide average per-student
cost is provided. The graphs show that Glades has the lowest number of eligible st udents transported per square
mile of land area (0.52) and Pinellas has the largest (1 59), a ratio of 305.7 to 1. With regard to the percentage
of unpaved highways, Wakulla has the highest and Dade has the lowest, 81.3 percent to 0.66 percent,
respectively. Further examination of the graphs illustrate that Collier has the most square miles of service land
area to cover (1,994) and Pinellas has the fewest (280). Theoretically, the densely populated districts should be
able to achieve a much more efficient operation, as measured on a per-st udent cost basis, due to the fact that
they have to travel fewe-r mile-s to transport students than the sparsely populated districts, a geographic advantage

that should greatly reduce their per-1tudent operating cost. This is illustrated by Figure 10, which compares the
average bus occupancies (ABO) of the Hamilton and Volusia school districts with their per-student cost of
operation using the most recent data (1991·92). The graphic clearly illustrates Volusia's lower per-student
operating cost. Given all of these operating constraints, it is clearly unfair to compare districts in Aorida unless
certain districts are compe-nsated for their relative inherent geographic, social, and economic characteristics.

Figure 9
Percent of Unpaved Highways

Figure 8
Transported Student Density
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other consitkratlons In developing a new funding fonnula model
In the FSG work sessions, several decisions were made in order to clearly define the basic level of service that any
proposed funding formula model would have to support. These decisions included the following:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

accommodating the funding of summer school transportation, when provided;
compensating districts for .the higher cost of transporting students wit h disabilities;
clarifying .which students who live less than 2 miles from school will be eligible for
transportation funding;
eliminating the double-counting of students;
accommodating varying term lengths including year round schools;
providing incentives for efficient utilization of equipment;
compensating for the varying cost of living in different school districts; and
compensating for geographic constraints beyond school district control which affect the costs of providing
student transportation services.

The FSG decisions. as listed above, are detailed in the following paragraphs.
Summer school and varying term lengths, induding year·round schools, should be accommodated by •annualizing•

the number of students transported to a 180-<lay term length. To illustrate, the annualization process would
convert three students attending 60-day term length programs to equal one 180-day student.
Students eligible for funded t ransportation who live within 2 miles of school should include all students with
physical disabilities. This adds educationally handicapped (EH) and educable mentally handicapped (EMH) students
to the "eligible transported student" category.
The funding of students with disabilities should be increased to compensate school distriCts for the higher cost
associated with transporting these students. This higher cost is partially attributable to both the need for bus
attendants and decreased bus OCC\Jpancy due to wheekhair spaces and lifts. f or clarification of how the
supplemental weighting factor was derived to compensate for these higher costs, see Appendix C.
The FSG determined that the basic level of service that should be funded by the State includes one round trip per
eligible student per day, and that the current practice of "double-counting" students should be eliminated.
Given data limitations, the FSG agreed that the best available measure of efficiency is average bus occupancy
(ABO). ABO is a measure of the number of eligible t ransported students per day per bus. ABO may exceed
individual bus capacity due to multi-tripping (e.g., via staggered school hours).
To compensate certain school districts for expenses associated with the varying cost of IMng, the FSG determined

that the Florida price level index should be used as the most appropriate measure.
The FSG agreed that school districts should be compensated for the increased eXPense of having to travel more
miles to transport students who live outside of a city or community. The FSG determined that the percent of
Student Transportation funding
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population that is rural. as defined by the 1992 Florida Statistical Abstract. should be used as t he appropriate
measure of school district rural density.
Based on the direction provided by the FSG, two different funding formula models were developed. The first
model is based on multiple linear regression that follows the logic of the present funding formula. l ike the
current formula, this mod-el ls a cost·reimbursement model based on second-preceding-year expenditures. The
second model is a straight matht>matical non~inear regression based allocation model that provides a basic
statewide level of funding per student (depending on legislative appropriation), adjusted by indices which reflect
certain unique characteristics of each school district.
Mod~tl

1:

Unear Regression Model

With the aid of a computer and the statistical software package SAS (Statistical Application Software), several
different regression models were developed and tested using a stepwise regression analysis procedure at the 0.05

significance level (ex • 0.05). The small significance level of 0.05 was specified to guard against the inclusion of
any variables that do not contribute to the overall predictive power of the model. Stepwise regression performs
regression in "steps," i.e., it substitutes each variable, forward and backward, one by one, in an attempt to find
the "bt>st' model. It is a useful and valid statistical procedure. particularly when trying to identify a few significant

variables that should be included in the model from a multitude of possible variables.
Expressly, from the myriad variables included in the SAS dataset (1 03 variables). the stepwise procedure identified
the following variables for inclusion in Model 1:
•
•
•

eligible transported students as a percent of total enrollment:
Florida price level index; and
an average school bus occupancy factor.

After extensive review and testing, it was found that the following simple linear regression model. shown in Figure
12, produced the most desirable results

Figure 12
Unear Regression SWden1
Transportation Funding Model Equation
~ ~ ~wknl

c<»t ,. A • Bx, • Cx, • Dx,

'

in which A, B. c. and D are constants, all of which were computed using the statist ical method multiple linear
regression and where:
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el'ugib&e transported students as a peou:ent of total enrollment for each school district

x,

":t

•

x,

•

the price lewl index for each school district; and
ao aYe"~age school bus occul)lnc:y factor for each school district.

The use of the regression analysis procedure developed a simple linear model that realized t he following major
project objectives:

•
•
•

a model was generated that is useful for prediction, one that has a high r' (0.67) a nd is highly
significant (prob > F • 0.0001);
a model was provided that is e<:onomical, i.e., one that uses only a few independent variables, is
simple to calculate, reduces data collection, and utilizes data that is easily obtainable and reliable; and
a model was provided that considers, to the extent practical given the availability of data, certain
unique characteristics of each school district.

Model 2:

Transported Student Allocation Model

At the request of the FSG, after extensive review of Model 1 and the realization of its vulnerabilities, given the
inherent problems associated with manual data collection, a second funding model was developed that utilizes
a uniform statewide base allocation per transported student as a foundation. The base allocation for each district
was derived by multiplying t he total statevvide allocation by the percentage of total statewide transported students
within each respective school district. The school district base allocation is then multiplied by variables that refle<:t
certain unique characteristics of each school district Expressly, the FSG identified the following three factors that
are to be applied to the base allocation. The three factors are as follows:
•

•
•

Florida price level index;
average school bus occupancy; and
percent of rural population .

The foiJowing simple mathematical equation, shown in Figure 13, was determined to provide the most desirable

results. In the equation, A is the school district base allocation, E is the base eligible t ransported students with
disabilities (ESE) supplement, and 8, C, and 0 are the indices where:
the Florida price I~ index for each school district;

B
C

•

the adjusted average school bus OCOJpancy factor for each school district; and

D

•

the adjuS1ed perCfflt of a district's population that is rural.

Figure 13
Transported Student ARocation Model Equation
Ftmiliflg alloauitm • (A

X

B

X

c ll: D)

• (E " B "
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The variables listed on the previous page, as used in the calculation of the transported student allocation model
and displayed in Figure 13, we-re derived as follows:
Base allocation (variable A)

Step A-1:

Step A-11:
Step A-111:
Step A·IV:

Determine the number of eligible transported students by calculating the average
number of students transported during the October t 992 and February t 993 survey
weeks. This total includes unweighted exceptional (ESE) students.
Annualize students (including ESE) attending summer school and multiple term~ength
programs as discussed earlier.
Determine the sum of steps A-1 and A~ I above for each school district and for the state.
Divide each school district's transported membership by the statevvide total and multiply
by the total statewide dollars allocated in 1992-93 ($232,364,265).

Base ESE supplement (variable E)

Step E-1:
Step E-11:
Step E-111:
Step E-IV:

Step E-V:
Step E-VI:

Determine the total statewide number of annualized transported students (induding
ESE) for 1992-93. Same as step A-111 above.
Determine statevvide total dollar expenditures for student transportation for 1992-93,
from Annual Financial Report, Object 7800 ($423,788,355).
Divide step E-ll by step E-1to determine the average expenditure per transported student
for 1992-93.
Apply the same methodology used in the base allocation (variable A) above to ident ify
the number of annualized transported ESE students for each school district and for the

state.
Determine the number of weighted ESE students by multiplying step E-IV above by the
supplemental ESE weighting factor of 1.8 (see Appendix C).
Determine the base ESE supplement for each district by multiplying step E-V by step E~ll.

Florida price level index (variable B)

The natural log of the most recent yeafs FPLI (1993) was utilized in Model 2. The natural log was used to
normalize the range in the data. This data transformation is a common statistical practice when using e-conomic
data.
Average school bus occupancy (ABO) (variable C)

ABO is a measure of the average number of eligible students transported per day per bus using data obtained
from the October 1992 and February 1993 transportation surveys. The data were indexed at a range of 0.90 to
1.10 in order to moderate the negative effects of the wide variation in ABO among Florida school districts.

Student Tr1nspol"tttion Funding
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Percent of a district's population that is rural (variable D)
The percent of a school district's population that is rural was obtained from the 1992 Florida Statistical Abstract.
These data were indexed at a range of 0 .90 to 1.10 (same as the range tor ABO) in order to moderate the
negative effects of the wide variation in the percent of a school district's population that live in areas defined as

rural.
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Recommendations & Conclusions

The two proposed funding formula models included in this report were developed with the intention of achieving
the following four major project goals:
•

equitable distribution of fu nding;

•

efficient delivery of student transportation services;
simplified and improved reliability of data collection, reduced
administrative effort, and improved auditability; and
supportive of Blueprint 2000 .

•

The overriding consideration of the FSG in guiding their recommendation of a funding formula model was to
promote flexibility at the local level by allowing school districts to provide a chosen level of service that is not at
the expense of other school districts and with a minimum of funding rules or constraints at the State level. Table

3 provides a side-by-side comparison of the project goals realized by both of the funding formula models included
in this report, Model 1 being the multiple linear regression model and Model 2 being the transported student
allocation model. As the table makes dear, Model 2 satisfies all of the project's goals. Therefore, it is
recommended that a new student transportation funding formula model be adopted that is based on Model 2.
Table 5, in Appendix D, contains the resulting funding allocation for each school district and a variety of other
information pertaining to Model 2. In addition, Appendix E contains the proposed revisions to Subsection (4) of
Section 236.083, Florida Statutes.

Table 3
Project Goals Realized by Model 1 and Model 2
Mod<llt

Project Goals
Equitable distribution of funds among districts
Promotion of efficiMt delivery of student transportation services

Modell
~

Si~li{lcatiQn and inJprO\'ed celia~ ,q f data col~ion. reduction of
adm•niStrabOn, and 1mptoYed auditabllity

~

~

~

~
~

Support of Btueprint 2000

jurtifia>tion for Sf!lection of model 2
Model 2 provides an incentive for each school district to operate its student transportation system efficiendy
since the funding level for a district is, in part, an outcome of their operating efficiency as measured by
average bus occupancy (ABO). Districts with a high ABO can, as a result of this factor alone, receive funding
St~nt
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up to 10 percent above the statewide per-student reimbursement. Conversely, a district with a low ABO will
be funded at a level as low as 10 percent below the state average. This process promotes continuing efforts

to improve etfident transportation service delivery. An example of an efficient district is Volusia, which
effe<tivety utilizes buses several times per day via staggered bell times.

Model 2 also recognizes legitimate differences among school districts. These differences indude certain
economic and geographic constraints beyond school district control which adversely affect the costs of
providing student transportation services. Since school districts should not be penalized for these constraints,
Model 2 compensates them by taking into account the differences in cost of living (Florida price level index)
and the differences in rural density. Examples of the former might include the cost of purchasing diesel fuel
in Union school d istrict versus the Hillsborough school dist rict; Hillsborough is able to bid a lower port of entry
price.
Although Model 2 is demanding in that it promotes the idea of each indMdual school district becoming more
efficient, it relieves the administrative burden and intensive labor costs associated with the calculation of the
current transportation funding formula. This is a primary result of school districts no longer having to collect
and report daily bus mileage with and without students on board. This information is presently obtained from
individual bus odometer readings at each individual student stop.
Model 2 relies upon a supplemental weighting factor being assigned to eligible transported students with
disabilities (ESE) due to the increased costs associated with providing transportation for these students (see
Appendix C). The success of Model 2 is contingent upon the supplemental allocation for the transportation of
ESE students that is separate f rom the base allocation. This methodology will prevent school districts with a
small number of ESE students (usually rural) from having their base allocation reduced to supplement school
districts with a large number of ESE students.
Concomitant with proposing a new funding formula model, additional recommendations resulted from this
effort. They are as follows:
•

Transportation funding should re-main a categorical appropriation within the total educational program. The
elimination of the transportation categorical would radically change the d istribution of transportation funding
allocated to school districts. The elimination of the transportation categorical would also shift funds away
from school districts that currently transport a high percentage of their students toward school districts that
transport a low percentage of their students. For example. the Dade school board transports approximately
19 percent of its 308,465 students in membership. If funding were based on membership and not eligible
transported students, a significant portion of the State's finite school transportation funds might be redirected
from the remaining 66 school districts.

•

Consideration should be given to improved data collection and to the development and implementation of
a statewide automated transportation routing system. The realization of this would result in optimized
routing and scheduling and would allow for the collection of precise data to support a linear regression
model which may more accurately predict required funding levels.

This report intentionally does not contain any recommendation related to the level of funding of the public school
Student Transportation Fundjng
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transportation program.

It was felt that this decision is within the purview of the legislature based o n

recommendations of the Governor and the Commissioner of Education. The development of a funding formula
model that equitably d istributes available funds is the prindpal achievement of the Commissione(s Transportation
Funding Study Group as supported by this Cenler for Urban Transportation Research study.
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APPENDIX A
F.S. 236.083, Funds for Student Transportation
(existing statute)
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Existing Statute
The annual allocation to each district for transportation to public school programs of students in membership
in kindergarten through grade 12, in migrant and exceptional student programs below kindergarten, and in any
other state·funded prekindergarten program shall be determined as follows:
(1)
Subject to the rules of the state board, each district shall determine the membership of
students who are transported:
(a) By reason of living 2 miles or more from school;
(b) By reason of being physically handicapped or enrolled in a teenage parent program, regardless of distance
to school;
(c) By reason of being in a state prekindergarten program, regardless of distance from school;
(d) By reason of being vocational, dual enrollment, or exceptional students transported from one school
center to another to participate in an instructional program or service; or exceptional students, except
gifted, transported from one designation to another in the state, provided one designation is a school
center and provided the student's individual educational plan (IEP) identifies the need for the instructional
program or service and transportation to be provided by the school district. A "school center" is defined
as a public school center, public community college, public unive~ity, or other facility rented, leased, or
owned and operated by the school district or another public agency. A "dual enrollment student" is
defined as a public school student in membe~hip in both a public secondary school program and a public
community college or a public unive~ity program under a written agreement to partially fulfill ss. 229.814
and 240.115 and earning full-time equivalent membe~hip under •s. 236.081(1 )U);
(e) With respect to elementary school students whose grade level does not exceed grade 6, by reason of
being subjected to hazardous walking conditions in route to or from school as provided in s. 234.021.
Such rules shall, when appropriate, provide for the determination of membership under this paragraph
for less than 1 year to accommodate the needs of students who require transportation only until such
hazardous conditions are corrected; and
(f) By reason of being a pregnant student or student parent, and the child of a student parent as provided
ins. 230.2316, regardless of distance f rom school.
(2)
Subject to the regulation of the state board, each district shall determine and report
one-half of the round-trip route mileage required to transport students to and from
school and one-half of the round-trip mileage on routes between school centers
required to transport exceptional students and vocational students to and from centers
where appropriate programs are provided. One-half of the round-trip route mileage
shall be computed by adding:
(a) The loaded miles of each school bus route as designated in accordance with s. 234.061 and served by
a bus as defined by regulations of the state board, except that miles traveled for a side route to pick up
students living within 1 1/2 miles of the main trunk route and miles traveled to transport students to
evening schools and enrichment programs shall not be added; and
(b) f ifty percent of the miles of the bus route traveled without students.
(3)
A density indo. for each district shall be computed by the department annually by
dividing the membership of transported students as determined in subsection (1) by the
bus route mileage as determined in subsection (2).
(4)
The allocation for each district for a 180-day school term shall be calculated in
accordance vvith the follovving formula:
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in which A, B. and n are constants, the values of which shall be computed by the method of least-squares
based on the variables in transportation expenses of salaries. employee benefits, purchased services, materials
and supplies, and other expenses, and the cost of replacing 10 percent of buses per eligible transported
membership. The density index shall be computed as specified in subsection (3), except that the districts with
a density index of 1.70 students per route mile or less will be computed as having a density index of 1.70,
and d istricts with a density index of 4.70 or more students per route mile will be counted as having a density
index of 4.70. This formula shall be recomputed annually by the Department of Education on the basis of
the latest available data for the density index and from the second preceding year for constants A and B.
The allocation to each district for transportation shall be determined by multiplying the allowable per-student
cost by the membership of all students who are transported as determined in subsection (1).
(5)
If i district operates schools more or less than 180 days. the allocation per student for
transportation to such schools shall be cakulated by multiplying the quotient of the days
the schools operate divided by 180 days times the allocation per student determined
in subsection (4). The allocation for each district for transportation of students in
membership more or less than 180 days shall be determined by multiplying the
allowable cost per student determined in this subsection by the membership of such
students who are transported.
(6)
When authorized by rules of the state board. an allocation of the maximum amount
specified in s. 112.061(7) per mile shall be allowed for miles traveled by passenger car.;
or boats providing for transportation of isolated students, or physically handicapped
students as defined by rule, when more efficient than a school bus.
(7)
The total allocation to each district for transportation of students shall be the sum of
the amounts determined in subsections (4), (5), (6), and (9). If the funds appropriated
for the purpose of impfementing this section are not sufficient to pay the requirements
in full, the Department of Education shall prorate the available funds on a percentage

basis.
(8)

(9)

·

No district shall use funds to purchase transportation equipment and supplies at prices
which exceed those determined by the department to be the lowest which can be
obtained, as prescribed in s. 229.79.
Funds allocated or apportioned for the payment of student transportation services may
be used to pay local general purpose transportation systems for lransportation of
students to and from school. Subject to the rules of the State Board of Education, each
school d istrict shall determine and report the number of assigned students using general
purpose transportation to transport students to school for the first time on any school
day and the one-way miles on routes between school centers required to transport
exceptional students and vocational students to centers w here appropriate programs
are provided. The allocation to each district for such transportation shall be determined
by multiplying the allowable cost per student by the membership of students who are
transported by general purpose transportation. The allowable cost per student shall be
equal to the round-trip fare charged by the general purpose transportation system or
the allowable cost per student riding a school bus. w hichever is less.

Hist ory.s. 6, ch. 73-345; s. 4, ch. 74-227; ss. 12, 14, ch. 75-284; s. 3, ch. 78-1 04; s. 1, ch. 78-128; s. 3, ch. 81-254;
s. 4, ch. 86-1 46; s. 8, ch. 89-101; s. 9, ch. 89-278; s. 22. ch. 89-379; s. 15, ch. 90-172; s. 57, ch. 90-288.

•Note.Substiluted by the editor.; for a reference to s. 236.081(1)(h) to conform to the redesignation o f subunits by
the reviser incident to the compilation of s. 17, ch. 89-298, and s. 60, ch . 89-381.
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APPENDIX B
Current Funding Formula Calculations
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Supplemental ESE Weighting Factor

The supplemental ESE weighting factor of 1.8 was derived by t he FSG to reflect the inherently higher cost

associated with providing transport to students with special needs. The weighting factor of 1.8 increases the per
student transportation allo<ation associated with transporting these types of students. Two primary factors
contribute to the higher costs associated with transporting special needs students. These factors are the additional
cost linked to providing attendants on most special needs buses and the decrease in student capacity. The
decrease in school bus capacity associated with special needs students is mainly attributed to the installation of
wheelchair positions. The installation of one wheek:hair position is roughly equivalent to four regular seating
positions. The weighting factor of 1.8 was derived from these two factor> as follows:

Bus attendant salact factoc

0.76

Based on 1991-92 Annual Financial Report for 7800 Transportation expenses for salaries only to reflect
the extra cost linked to the provision of an attendant in addition to the driver. It was determined that
the expenses for salaries were approximately 76 percent or 0.76 of total district expenses.
ESE bus decreased o«uoancy factor:

2.04

Based on the ratio of total available seats on non-lift equipped buses to available seats on the same body
size lift buses. The existing lift bus fleet was utilized in this <alculation.
The equations used in the cakulation of the supplemental ESE weighting factor are as follows:

0.76 • 2.04 • 2.8
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APPENDIX D
Model 2 Calculations
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APPENDIX E
F.S. 236.083, Funds for Student Transportation
(proposed statute)
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ProJ>Osed Statute
236.083 Funds for student transportation.The annual allocation to each district for transportation to public school programs of students in
membership in kindergarten through grade 12, in migrant and exceptional student programs below
kindergarten, and in any other stat..funded prekindergarten program shall be determined as follows:
(1) Subject to the rules of the state board, each district shall determine the membership of students
who are transported:
(a) By reason of living 2 miles or more from school;
(b) By reason of being ~hysieall)' ha•eiea~pee students with djsabjlitjes or enrolled in a teenage parent
program, regardless of distance to school;
(c) By reason of being in a state prekindergarten program, regardless of distance from school;
(d) By reason of being vocational, dual enrollment, or e><Ee~tienal st•eeAts students with disabilities
transported from one school center to another to participate in an instructional program or service; or
eMEeJ!ItieAal W:tdeAts, e"'ee,t §liked students wjth disabilities. transported from one designation to another
in the state, provided one designation is a school center and provided the student's individual educational
plan (IEP) identifies the need for the instructional program or service and transportation to be provided
by the school district. A 'school center" is defined as a public school center, public community college,
public university, or other facility rented, leased, or owned and operated by the school district or another
public agency. A ' dual enrollment student' is defined as a public school student in membership in both
a public secondary school program and a public community college or a public university program under
a written agreement to partially fulfill ss. 229.814 and 240.115 and earning full·time equivalent
membership under •s. 236.081(1)(j);
(e) With respect to elementary school students whose grade level does not exceed grade 6, by reason
of being subjected to hazardous walking conditions enroute to or from school as provided in s. 234.021.
Such rules shall, when appropriate, provide for the determination of membership under this paragraph
for less than 1 year to accommodate the needs of students who require transportation only until such
hazardous conditions are corrected; and
(f) By reason of being a pregnant student or student parent, and the child of a student parent as
provided ins. 230.2316, regardless of distance from school.
(2) §<object te the reg•latie• ef the >tate eeafe, eaeh eistfiet shell deterMiAe a•d •e~eR e•e half ef
the •e••d tfi~ •••te fflileoge ••~•ired te t~•s~efl st•de•ts te a•d fre"' seheel aAe e•e half ef the •e••d
tfip Mileage eA Hl•tes eetweeA seheel eeRtef5 fe~•ifed te tfiiASp9fl e•eeptieAal st•deAIS a A~ ¥aeatieROI
st~:~~eAts te aA6 fFeFA eeAters where ap~repriate ,regtaffiS ate ptevieleel. 0Ae half ef the re~:~Ael trif) re\::lte
Mileage shell ee eeMp•ted l!y adaiAg:
(a} The leadea ffliles ef eaeh seheel e"s •••te as desigAated iA aE<:eHiaAee w~h >. 234.961 a•e se~¥ed
ey a e•S as deliAcd by reg•letieAS ef tile stale beaf<i, ...eepl that ffliles tf&><elee fef a Side fe.te te pie!<
ttl) sttteleAts li'lfAg withiA 1 1/2 ffiiles ef t~e fflaiA tfUAk rettte eAd Miles traveleel te tranSJS9Ft stte~eleAts
te 0\'eAiRg SeheeiS aAa CAfie~MeAI ~feg ... ffiS sllall Aet ee aeaea; ORa
(e) Fill'f pereeAt el IRe ffliles elthe eos •e•te lfiiYelea wiiAe•t Slt!aeRIS.
(3) A eeAsity iRae• fef eaeh di>tfiEI shall ee eeffl~·ted ey the de~flffieAt """"ally ey aiYidiAg the
"'""'eef5hi~ ef tfaAS~efle~ st•de•ts as detefffiiAed iA '"eseetie• (1} l!y tile e"s •e•te ffiileege as
dete•..,i•ee iA '"eseetie• (2).
(4) T~e alleeatieA fe• eaeh dist•ietle• a 189 day sehee! '""" sllall ee eale•lated iA aeee•da•ee ,..;tl> tile
fellewi•g fe'"'"la:
Allewa~le

19er

A

sttteleAt eest ·

8
(the eleAsity iA8eM
ef t:Ae ElistAct) A

iA whielo A, 8, OAG A afe €9ASI8AIS, tile •al•eS ef whieh >hall ee €9Mp"te~
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ey the

Melhee ef least

s~~:~ares Base~

oR tAe 'lariaBies iA traASj:lortatfeA eJitj:leRses of salaries, eFAployee BeAeff1s,

pt~fEI=tase~

se,.,.iees, Materials &Ad •·~~lies, &Ad ether e~~eAses, a•d tl>e eest ef re~leo;;Ag 19 ~eree•t ef ll•ses ~··
eligilole traAs~efled fftoffiloeP.Shi~. The deAsil')· iAde• shall loe eefft~•ted as s~eeified iA s•IY..eetieA (3),
eMEe~t flolatl~e eistrias ·Nith a EleAsily iAdeot ef 1.79 st•deAI5 ~·· re•te Mile er less will loe eeM~•ted as
Re~ft!!J

a eleAsity ifteleM of 1.79, aA8 ~istricts wttl=t a ~eAsitf iAEieM ef 4.79 er Mere st~:~eleAts l'e' Fettte Mile

"''ill loe ee••ted as ha·•i•g a deASity iAde• ef 4.79. ~is ferfft•la shall loe reeeM~•ted ••••ally l!y the
9e~e""'""t ef Ed•eetie• e• tl>e eesis ef the latest o.,.iloele deto let the deAsity iAEle• oAEl IteM tl>e
seeeAd ~reeediAg rear fer eeAstaAts A aAd 9. The alleeaijeA te ea~ distria fer traAs~eflalieA shalllle
EJeterMiAeEJ lly ...~i~lyiAg !he ellewaele ~ersl•deAI EeSI lly the fftefftBershi~ ef all studeAis whe afC
traAS!>erled as deterfftiAeEl iA s.loseaieA (1 ).
(5) If a distri& 9!>erates s~eels ... ere er less "'"" 189 eays, !he alleealieA ~e· st•EleAI fer lraAs~er
lalieA te s•eh seheels shall Be eale•lated loy "'"lli~lyiAg the ~uetieAt el tl>e days the s~eels e~erate
di•ided lly 189 days liMes !Ae alleeatieA !>Or st•deAt deteAMiAed iA s•loseetieA (4). The alleeatieA fer
eaeh distri& fer traAs~erlatieA el st•de•ls i• Mefftloershi~ rAere er le55 tl>a• 189 days sllelll!e deterrAiAed
Br ffiulti!>lyiAg the alleweele eest !>Of st.deAI detofffiiAeEJ iA this suloseetieA loy the ffteffteeP.Shi~ ef s•eh
st•EleAI5 whe are traAS!>eFted.
The allocatjon for each district shall be calculated annually jo accordance wjtb the following formula:
(A times 9 times C times 0\ + (E times B times C times D). in whi<:h the variables A. B. C. D. and E are
comouted as follows:
A equals (eljgjble transported students jn the district djyjded by eligible transported students in tbe state)
tjmes the legjslati.ye approorjatioo. The most recent avajlable number of gljgjbfe transported students jn
membership shall be used. Eligjblt transported students jn membershiP for term lengths of fewer than
180 days shall be induded in a number equaling the term length divided by 180 days fgr each oartial
term length student. and these partial term students shall include eligible students transported to summer

school.
B eauals the natural logarjtbm of the Florida Price l evel Index. usjng the most recent available data.
C equals ((Average Bus Occyoancy times al o!us bJ djvided bv 100. jo which:

W

Average Bus Occupancy fABO) is tbe aye@ge number of eljgjb!e trsmsported Students
jn mgrnbership for the most recent complete 180 day school term divided by the
average oyrober of scbooJ bugs jn dajty servjce for the term.

(2.1

a eguals 20 divided by {greatest district rurality mjnus least district ruralitvl.

U}

b eguals 110 minus (greatest district rurality ABO times A).

D eouals ((District Rurality Index times a) olus b) divided by 100. in which:

ill

The District Rurality Index is obtained from the Elodda Statistical AbStract for !be
most recent year.

ill

a eauals 20 dMded by (greatest district rura!jty mjnus least district rurality}.

Ul

b eauals 110 minus (greatest district ruralitv times A).

E equals (A djyided by 8) times C rimes D. in which:

ill

A equals the most recent state total school djstric.t transoortatioo expenditures.
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B eouats the most receoi number of eligible transported students in membership
inclydjng eljgible transported students .in membership for term lengths of fwer than
180 days calcyli)ted to egyal term length divjded by 180 days for partjal term length
students jndudjng summer school.
C egyals the most recent number of eligible transported students with djsabjljtjes in
membecshjp inc.tuding the number of eligible transported students with djsabiljties in

membership for fewer than 180 days cakulated to eoual term length divided by 180
days for paajal term length students joc!udjng summer school.
0 equals the suoptemental transoortatjon wgjahtjng factor of 1.8 for students wjtb
disabilities.

(6.3.) When authorized by rules of the state board, an allocation of the maJ<imum amount specified
ins. 112.061(7) per mile shall be allowed for miles traveled by passenger cars or boats providing for
transpoaation of isolated students, or ph)'Sieally haAeieappee students wjth disabilities as defined by
rule. when more efficient than a school bus.
(4) The total allocation to each district for transpoaation of students shall be the sum of the
amounts determined in subsections (4), (5), (6), aA<I (92). If the funds appropriated for the purpose
of iM~tleffleAtiftg this sef:tieAfundjog the baY: Student a!lo<:atjoo represented by A X 8 X C X 0 and the
supplement to fund the transooaation of students with disabilities represented by f X 8 X c X D are
not suffident to pay the requirements in full, the Department of Education shall prorate the available
funds on a percentage basis.
(S5) No district shall use funds to purchase transportation equipment and supplies at prices which

exceed those determined by the department to be the lowest which can be obtained, as prescribed in
s. 229.79.
(92) Funds allocated or apportioned for the payment of student transportation services may be
used to pay local general purpose transportation systems for transpoaation of students to and from
school. Subject to the rules of the State Board of Education, each school district shall determine and
repoa the numbe r of assigned students using general purpose transportation te treAs~e~ stoee•ts te
seheel fe• the first tiMe eA eAy seheel dar ••• the " ""way "'iles eA re•tes he !Wee A seheel <eAters
reEtt~il"ed

te tNIAS!'eft e)Kef!'tieAal st~::~eJeAts aAel vecetieAel st~::~deRts te eeAteFS where apprepAate pre

~raffiS are pre¥ieee. The alleeatieA te eeeh eistriet fer s•eh lfaAS~eFtatieA shall ee
"'"lti~lyiA~ the allewahle eest per st.~eeAt by the MeMbershi~ ef stoeeAts whe are

eeterMiAed ey
traAspMee by
~eAeral ~""'"'" tNIAS~eFiil~eA. The all.......,ele eest ~er sto<leAt shell ee ·~•al te the ' """e tri~ fare
ehe•gee by the geAeral p•rJ~ese '"'"spertatieA systeM er the allewaele eest per stode•t ridiA~ a
seheel

B~::~s,

whiehever is less.
<Z) Notwithstanding other proyisions of thj$ sectjon. in no esse shall any student or Students
be counted for transpoaatjon fyndjng more than once per day oeriocf. This groyisjon jncludes count·
jog students for funding gyrsuant to trip$ on school buses. passenger cars. boats. or general purpose
transoortation.

History.s. 6, ch. 73·345; s. 4, ch. 74-227; ss. t2, 14, ch. 75·284; s. 3, ch. 78-104; s. 1. ch. 78-128; s. 3,
ch. 81·254: s. 4, ch. 86-1 46; s. 8, ch. 89·101; s. 9, ch. 89-278: s. 22, ch. 89-379; s. I S, ch. 90-172; s.
57, ch. 90·288.
"'Note....

Substituted by the editors for a reference to s. 236.081(1)(h) to conform to the redesignation of
subunits by the reviser incident to the compilation of s. t 7, ch. 89-298, and s. 60, ch. 89·381 .
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